
Visualization	  :	  Mental	  Imagery	  
	  

This	  week’s	  focus	  is	  going	  to	  be	  focusing	  on	  the	  power	  of	  visualization.	  	  Visualization	  
or	  mental	  imagery	  has	  been	  proven	  to	  be	  very	  effective	  in	  strengthening	  confidence,	  
coordination,	  muscle	  memory	  and	  even	  in	  overall	  performance.	  	  If	  done	  correctly,	  
the	  brain	  can	  even	  believe	  that	  the	  body	  is	  actually	  performing	  and	  it	  can	  be	  used	  as	  
a	  “virtual	  practice”.	  	  	  This	  week,	  the	  more	  visualization	  you	  do,	  the	  stronger	  you	  are	  
going	  to	  feel	  for	  the	  State	  meet	  (or	  your	  first	  competition).	  	  	  
	  
Your	  goal	  is	  to	  practice	  visualization	  techniques	  following	  this	  timeline:	  
-‐Once	  in	  the	  morning	  before	  you	  get	  out	  of	  bed	  
-‐once	  in	  the	  afternoon	  (in	  the	  car,	  on	  the	  way	  to	  practice,	  etc.)	  
-‐once	  after	  practice	  
-‐twice	  before	  bed	  
-‐and	  whatever	  you	  can	  do	  as	  you	  fall	  asleep	  
(You	  can	  definitely	  fit	  it	  in	  during	  practice,	  recess,	  etc.)	  	  
	  
1.	  	  Find	  a	  relaxation	  video	  on	  YouTube	  or	  have	  your	  parent/sibling	  or	  record	  the	  
attached	  script.	  	  	  

	  
Sample	  Sports	  Visualization	  Script	  	  

	  
A Sports Visualization Hypnosis Script is basically a direct suggestion script 
aimed at building up the athlete's confidence and self-belief. The first part of the 
script is designed to remove negative triggers and replace them with confidence. 
The rest of the script is built around locking in keywords. In the script a keyword 
is attached to each section, and a set of responses is mentally linked to each 
keyword. 
 
 
2.  Write down how you feel after you visualize.  What do you like best about it? 
 
 
 
 
3.  Practice visualizing as much as possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
4.  Draw a picture or a diagram explaining what you see when you visualize one of 
your routines.  



 
	   	  

 
REMOVE PRE-MEET NERVES 

Take a deep breath and just ....Ahhh.... let it all go... 
Take another deep breath.... and just allow your mind to clear.... that's good. 
I want you to imagine a day.... a perfect day.... a day when you wake up.. and every thing seems just right.... and 
you think about the day and you know that today is the day that has the most important meet of your life.... 
Today is the day when you are going to show everyone.... but especially yourself... what you can do. 
Today is the day when you have absolute certainty.... and you can feel it, you can feel it in your heart... you can 
feel it in every heartbeat... you can feel it in your mind... 
And as you think about it you can feel a wave of relaxation spreading from the middle of your forehead... across 
your eyes... and down your cheeks.... down through your jaw... and your neck... and your shoulders relax... and 
your chest is relaxed and your tummy relaxes… and you can feel a way going all the way down... down through 
your thighs... and your calves and your feet.... down your arms.. all the way down to your fingers.... Totally 
relaxed... 

GETTING READY FOR THE MEET 
And that is your Meet Relaxation..... that is the feeling you get when you compete…calm, confident, and ready… 
Allow your mind to wander off to warm-ups.... See the gym... the people... see the other gymnasts... the 
judges…your coaches…your teammates… 
None of that is important... none of that bothers you... 
Because you are there to win...to hit your routines… to be successful 
And as you get onto that floor... you start warming up.... 
and inside you are feeling loose... and relaxed... 
And everything is prepared... and you are fit and strong.... and all that training... all that preparation... is coming 
back to you ... you feel totally composed.... completely at ease... completely relaxed... and ready for what is to 
come. 

THE MEET - INSTALL THE TRIGGER WORDS 
And you start getting ready to compete…look at the equipment and see that everything looks how you expect it 
to… you know that you are ready for this… 
Everything around you goes quiet..... and you focus on your breathing... and you settle into your warm-ups or 
routines ... they feel good…and your eyes are looking straight ahead...you can feel that your body being sharp, 
stretched and tight… 
and in your mind you can see yourself doing every skill perfectly....stretching tall....pointing your toes...using the 
power and strength that you’ve worked so hard on... 
and as you are thinking about that you know you are ready... and something inside you settles.... falls into place.... 
and your focus is on that vault (bars, beam, floor, etc.) .... 
You are breathing gently and easily.... your muscles are like coils of steel.... 
You salute the judge ... and you are ready to go.... 
You begin your routine ... and it's like someone else is doing it.... you feel that power in you... feel that surge 
growing in you.... you are executing each skill crisp and cleanly....your body is doing everything it is supposed to 
be doing, in every shape and every position 
and you are coming to the end of the routine… and you can feel your mind focusing and your body 
staying tight… 
And in your mind you are relaxed... as if there is a voice at the back of your head saying "This is easy. 
This is how it should be" And you feel fulfilled... complete... 
And at that moment you know that that's exactly what you want to be doing... exactly where you want to 
be... and as you salute the judge… you know this is it…this was the best routine you can do 

DISSOCIATION VISUALIZATION 
  
and in your mind you can see more... dozens of them... one after the other... and you feel that perfect 
surge... as it is out of the blocks around the track... 
It is as if you can see yourself from the side... and you can see how you go round effortlessly... 
powerfully.... giant strides eating up the track... sailing on and on... sailing past the others.... 
Seeing the look of satisfaction on your trainer's face... watching the stop watch going CLICK!... as you 
do another personal best... 
and you feel you could keep running forever.... on... and on ... and on.... the feeling is so good... 



	  

DISSOCIATION VISUALIZATION 
It is as if you can see yourself from the side... and you can see how you do each skill effortlessly... 
powerfully....great extension...flying through the air.... 
Seeing the look of satisfaction on your coaches face...the feeling is so good 
and it all just comes together then.... life can be so good... that's what you were born to do... that's 
what you want to do... That's what you are doing... the ultimate in self expression... showing who 
you are through your body...looking amazing… 
Take a moment now and enjoy that feeling... and build it up... and allow that feeling to grow.... 
that certainty... that sense of pride...  
and now imagine your next event.... how is that transformed by being in that feeling?.... How does 
that change how you feel about your performance? Think through every aspect of the meet while 
you are in that feeling... 
Allow your mind to dwell on every part of the meet... from the excitement of knowing today's the 
day.... to the pleasure of getting there...saluting the judges... that anticipation....... and knowing 
how good you feel... and knowing that you can do each skill perfectly.... it is almost as if you are 
unaware of it... and it is so easy... so simple....  
And you deserve to succeed.... You can succeed.... You are succeeding n0w.... You know what 
success feels like... You are a winner now... You are a winner forever. 
You deserve to be a winner... you are entitled... to that pleasure....you have worked for it… 
And you know that you can just reach out and take it now... 
And enjoy that feeling... over and over... and that's what gymnastics means to you... 

INTERNAL VISUALIZATION AND REORIENTATION 
So now just take a deep breath.... and then let go.... that's right. 
And another breath... and allow your mind to clear... that's good... 
And you can take as long as you want to come back to the present.... and as you do... allow you 
mind to roam over your body... becoming aware of your muscles... you bones... your ligaments.. 
your tendons.... becoming aware of how they all fit together.... as if you could massage them... as if 
there was a hand cleaning and polishing... firming and toning... healing... allowing your body to 
heal where it has to... strengthen when it has to ... building up to peak performance... and you can 
enjoy that too... 
And allow yourself to feel that...feel your body making changes... adjusting... flowing... learning.... 
until you are ready to come back to the present.... 
And then you can count from five up to one... in your mind... and when you get to one.... you will 
be back in the present.... ready for the rest of your day and feeling refreshed and relaxed.... 
Or you can decide to go into a deep refreshing sleep for the night... and just let go... by counting 
from ten down to one and becoming even more relaxed as each number goes by and you just drift 
away... 
So when you are ready... you can start counting.... 
	  


